We obtain the rotational spectrum of strange multibaryon states by performing the SU(3) collective coordinate quantization of the static multi-Skyrmions. These background configurations are given in terms of rational maps, which are very good approximations and share the same symmetries as the exact solutions. Thus, the allowed quantum numbers in the spectra and the structure of the collective Hamiltonians we obtain are also valid in the exact case. We find that the predicted spectra are in overall agreement with those corresponding to the alternative bound state soliton model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Skyrme model [1] and its generalizations, baryons arise as topological excitations of a non-linear chiral Lagrangian written in terms of meson fields. These type of models have been quite successful in describing the properties of single baryons such as the nucleon and the strange hyperons (see e.g., Refs. [2, 3] ). This has lead people to investigate the lowest energy Skyrmion configurations with topological number greater than one, which are of inherent interest as examples of three dimensional solitonic structures and may also be relevant for nuclear physics. These studies were already started by Skyrme in his pioneer papers at the beginning of the sixties. However, it was only in 1987 that the minimum energy B = 2 Skyrmion was correctly identified [4] . Some time later the authors of Ref. [5] found the solutions with B = 3, 4 and 5 by numerical relaxation calculations. Finally, a few years ago [6] , after some demanding numerical work, the global minimum energy configurations with topological number up to B = 9 were constructed. One particularly interesting aspect of all these multi-Skyrmion fields is that they are very symmetric. While for B = 2 the symmetry group corresponds to that of a torus, for B = 3, 4, 7, 9 they possess the symmetries of the platonic polihedra T d , O h , I h and T d , respectively, and for B = 5, 6, 8 the dihedral symmetries D 2d , D 4d , D 6d , respectively. It should be stressed that, in spite of this, the multi-Skyrmion fields are very complicated functions of the space coordinates which are only known numerically. Fortunately, rather simple and accurate approximations to these configurations have been found [7] . They are based on some Ansätze which are written in terms of rational maps and take advantage of the similarities between multi-Skyrmion fields and Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) monopoles. These developments triggered several investigations concerning the properties of the multi-Skyrmions (such as e.g., vibrational excitations [8] ) as well as their application to baryonic systems containing strangeness [9, 10] and heavier flavors [11] . The extension to flavored multibaryons is also motivated by the advent of heavy ion colliders with the possibility of producing strange [12] and even charmed [13] multibaryonic states with rather low baryon number in the laboratory. To describe the strange multibaryons one has to extend the model to SU(3) flavor space. The classical background configurations are simply obtained by embedding the SU(2) static multi-Skyrmions in the isospin subgroup of SU (3) . In order to obtain the spectrum with states of well defined spin and isospin quantum numbers, as well as their splittings, we have to perform the quantization of this system. However, the presence of the rather important symmetry breaking terms associated with the mass of the strange quark makes the quantization process not completely trivial. In fact, two alternative methods have been suggested in the literature. One is known as the bound state approach [14] (BSA) in which strange baryons are described as SU(2) rotating soliton-kaon bound systems. The other scheme assumes that the strange degrees of freedom can still be treated as rotational modes but the corresponding collective Hamiltonian is to be diagonalized exactly [15] . This method is usually called the rigid rotator approach (RRA). In two recent articles [9, 10] SU(3) multi-Skyrmions have been investigated following the BSA. In this work we complement such investigations by considering these configurations within the framework of the RRA. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide a brief description of the model and obtain the collective Hamiltonian for the different baryon numbers. In Sec. III we focus on the determination of the multibaryon quantum numbers and wavefunctions. In Sec. IV we present the numerical results and in Sec. V our conclusions. Finally, in the Appendix we give the explicit form of the collective Hamiltonians for 3 ≤ B ≤ 9.
with R = R(z) the rational map corresponding to a certain winding number B which is identified with the baryon number. The complex variable z is related to the usual two spherical coordinates (θ, φ) via stereographic projection, namely, z = tan(θ/2) exp(iφ). For example, the map corresponding to the B = 1 hedgehog Ansatz is the identity map R = z. The explicit form of the rational maps corresponding to the other baryon numbers B ≤ 9 and the resulting expression for the soliton mass M sol can be found in Refs. [7, 10] . The radial profile function F (r) is determined by minimizing the classical soliton energy M sol . Details of this procedure as well as plots of these profiles for different baryon numbers are given in Ref. [7] . The collective Lagrangian written in terms of the collective degrees of freedom and the corresponding angular velocities Ω a , ω α defined by
takes the general form
with
Tr λ 8 Aλ 8 A † . The moment of inertia in the strangeness direction Θ S is
where we have introduced the short hand notation s = sin F , c = cos F . The spin Θ 
1 Here and in the following the spin/isospin indices a, b, c run over {1, ..., 3}, the flavor index α over {1, ..., 8} and the k ∈ {4, ..., 7} index corresponds to excitations into strangeness directions.
For the rational maps we are interested in all these moments of inertia are diagonal [10] . This is a direct consequence of the symmetries of these Ansätze. Finally, the symmetry breaking parameter G SB is
Given L coll , the spin and flavor canonical momentum operatorsĴ a andF α are defined in the usual wayĴ
The collective Hamiltonian is conventionally obtained as the Legendre transformation
Here, C 2 (SU(3)) = αF 2 α stands for the quadratic SU(3) Casimir operator,N a ≡F a is the isospin operator in the soliton frame, γ = Θ S G SB is the dimensionless flavor symmetry breaking parameter and K S = 1/(2Θ S ). In order to obtain Eq. (17) we have used N c = 3 and the constraint
B. Finally, the detailed form of the spin-isospin collective Hamiltonians H JN B depends on the soliton symmetry group. The method to derive them is very similar to the one described in Sec. III of Ref. [10] . For B = 1, 2 the corresponding groups are the continuous groups O(3) and D ∞h , respectively. In those cases there are some relations between the spin and isospin operators which lead to the well known expressions for the spin-isospin collective Hamiltonians
On the other hand, for B ≥ 3 the symmetry groups are finite [6] . Thus, the general form of the spin-isospin collective Hamiltonian is
where
and
The explicit form for each baryon number can be found in the Appendix.
III. QUANTUM NUMBERS AND COLLECTIVE WAVE FUNCTIONS
In order to calculate the rotational corrections to the multi-Skyrmion masses we have to find the corresponding wave functions. Following the Yabu-Ando procedure [15] , they should diagonalize the flavor symmetry breaking term in the collective Hamiltonian. At the same time they should satisfy the constraints imposed by the symmetries of the classical soliton configuration. Thus, the general form of such eigenfunctions will be
Here, D 
are determined in such a way that the full wavefunction transforms as some particular one-dimensional irreducible representation (irrep) of the soliton symmetry group G. This will be discussed in some detail below.
To solve Eq. (23) 
where d (p,q) = (p + 1)(q + 1)(p + q + 2)/2 is the dimension of the irrep. In such basis h is diagonal and the matrix elements of the symmetry breaking term can be expressed as a product of two SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. To determine, for a given value of B, the allowed values of the Y , I and N quantum numbers as well as which SU(3) irrep should be included in the basis we proceed as follows. As already seen, the value of the right hypercharge Y R ≡ −2F 8 / √ 3 is fixed by the constraint Y R = B. Thus, any SU(3) irrep that appears in the expansion, Eq.(24), should have a maximum value of hypercharge equal or larger than B. Thus, the possible values of (p, q) should satisfy
with p and q non-negative integer numbers and m = 0, 1, 2, .... The irreps corresponding to m = 0 are the so-called minimal irreps that we will denote (p 0 , q 0 ). It is possible to show [16] that the matrix element of h in any state that belongs to a minimal irrep is < h > 0 = 3B/2. To determine the relevant values of Y , I and N it is enough to consider such irreps. Although for non-vanishing strangeness S other values of the quantum numbers could be allowed, they will be of no interest to us. In fact, it is not difficult to show that for the first state with "non-minimal quantum numbers" the matrix element of h is more than twice < h > 0 . Therefore, such state is expected to appear as a highly excited state in the spectrum. Since the minimal irreps have maximum right hypercharge Y R = B it is clear that corresponding possible values of the body-fixed isospin N are N = p 0 /2. On the other hand, those of the hypercharge Y are
Finally, given a value of Y that satisfies this relation, the allowed values of the isospin I are
In Table I we list, for each baryon number 3 ≤ B ≤ 9, the minimal SU ( For this purpose, only the spin J and isospin N are relevant. Thus, the situation is very similar to that of the S = 0 case discussed in Sec. IV of Ref. [10] . As already mentioned the full wave function should transform as a one dimensional irrep of the multisoliton symmetry group G. For the configurations we are dealing with we have that, except for the B = 5 and B = 6 cases, such one dimensional irrep is the trivial irrep of the corresponding symmetry groups. For B = 5, Γ is the A 2 irrep of D 2d , while for B = 6 the wave functions should transform as the A 2 irrep of D 4d . Using standard group theoretical arguments [17] we know that the product representation J × N of SU (2) is in general a reducible representation of G. The projector operator into the one dimensional irrep Γ is
where |G| is the rank of the group, χ Γ (g) the character of operation g, and ρ(g) the repre-
where D g is the isospin operation associated with the space operation g. The eigenvalues of P Γ can either vanish or be equal to one. The eigenvectors corresponding to each nonvanishing eigenvalue provide precisely the coefficients α
of Eq. (22), and there are as many wave functions as non-zero eigenvalues. If all eigenvalues vanish there is no collective state with the given J, N. If there is only one, the wavefunction is an eigenfunction of the collective Hamiltonian. In case there would be more than one, we choose those combinations which diagonalize the parity operator.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To calculate the multibaryon spectra we use the following set of values for the parameters appearing in the effective action, Eqs. (1-3) . We fix f π , m π and m K to their empirical values and take e = 4.1 and f K /f π = 1.29. This set of parameters leads to a single baryon excitation spectrum which is in very good agreement with the one observed for the octet and decuplet baryons. As well known, however, the use of the empirical value for f π implies a B = 1 Skyrmion mass of around 1.7 GeV. Consequently, the absolute values of the calculated masses come out to be too large. This problem is nowadays known to be solved by the inclusion of Casimir effects [18, 19] . We will come back to this issue below. With these values we can calculate M sol and the different quantities that appear in the expression of L coll given by Eq. (10). The results for the different baryon numbers up to B = 9 are tabulated in Tables II and III. From Table II we observe that although M sol /B tends, on average, to decrease as a function of B it always lies above 1.5 GeV. This clearly indicates that Casimir effects will be also important to determine the absolute masses of the configurations with B > 1. In any case, as in previous works where f π was adjusted to reproduce the empirical nucleon mass, we observe some deviation from a smooth behaviour. Also listed in Table II are the strange inertia parameter K S and the symmetry breaking parameter γ. We see that, roughly, K S decreases as 1/B while γ increases as B 2 . As we will see this has important consequences on the amount of configuration mixing as a function of the baryon number. In Table III we list the spin, isospin and mixing inertia parameters for the different values of B. We find that the values we obtained behave, as a function of B, as those of Ref. [10] . In fact this is to be expected since, as explained in that reference, such behaviour as well as the number of independent components depends only on general properties of the Ansätze.
Given the values of the inertia and symmetry breaking parameters we can proceed to calculate the matrix elements of the rotational Hamiltonian. For this purpose we have to find the solutions of the eigenvalue equation Eq. (23). As explained in the previous section this amounts to determine the coefficients β (p,q) appearing in Eq. (24). We have done this calculation for the different sets of allowed quantum numbers. It interesting to note that the amount of configuration mixing increases with B. This can be clearly observed in Fig.  1 where we display the decomposition of the lowest energy states with strangeness S = 0 (full line) and S = −B (dashed line) for B = 3 and B = 9. In this figure the symbol i labels the different (p, q) irrep that appear in each decomposition. Of course, i = 0 indicates the corresponding minimal irrep. We see that while for B = 3 about 80% of the wavefunction corresponds to the minimal irrep, for B = 9 such irrep represents less that 30% with the rest of strength distributed in almost 10 irreps. This kind of behaviour can be simply understood using second order perturbation theory. Within that approximation β i=1 , that is the coefficient of the first non-minimal irrep, will be proportional to γ/(< h > 1 − < h > 0 ). It is not hard to show that, for the ground states with S = 0, one has (< h > 1 − < h > 0 ) ∝ B.
Since we have seen that γ ∝ B 2 we obtain that β i=1 should increase roughly as B. Similar arguments can be used for the case S = −B. This explains why the configuration mixing is quite independent of the value of strangeness as it can be seen in Fig. 1 by comparing the solid lines with the dashed ones. From the numerical point of view the increase of configuration mixing implies that as larger values of B are considered one has to increase the size of the basis in which the eigenfunction is expanded in order to obtain convergence.
In all the cases of interest we found that no more than 15 to 20 configurations were needed.
The resulting multibaryon spectra are summarized in Tables IV and V. In Table IV we report the rotational corrections to the masses of the S = 0 states. They are given as excitation energies taken with respect to the corresponding lowest energy state whose absolute rotational energy is indicated in brackets. It is important to mention that for the B = 1 systems it was shown that this rather large absolute value is almost completely cancelled by the Casimir corrections due to kaon loops [19] . Since similar cancellations are expected to happen for B > 1, the excitation energies result to be the most meaningful quantities to look at. We observe that the predicted spectra are in agreement with the ones obtained in the alternative bound state approach [10] , except for a few changes in the ordering of the states in the case of S = −B and B = 5, 8, 9. From the numbers presented in Tables II, IV and V it is apparent that there is a clear separation of three different energy scales. There is a 1 GeV scale related to the classical masses (per baryon number) and the eigenvalues of Eq. (23) for S = 0 states, there is another scale of about 300 MeV for the excitation of one unit of strangeness, and finally a 10-100 MeV scale related to spinisospin excitations. This last energy scale is evident in Table IV while it appears as a small correction in Table V . In this way we recover the three leading order contributions in the N c expansion N c , N 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the multibaryon spectra for baryon number 3 ≤ B ≤ 9 and strangeness values S = 0, −1, −B within the SU(3) collective coordinate approach to the three flavor Skyrme model. To describe the classical background solutions we have used Ansätze based on rational maps [7] , which provide very good approximations and also share the same symmetries as the exact solutions. The symmetry structure is responsible for the spin and isospin assignments to the spectrum states. Therefore, the collective Hamiltonians and wave functions we obtain are of general validity, while the mass splittings depend on the particular values of the moments of inertia and of the symmetry breaking parameter.
We have found that, in general, the ordering of the different spin/isospin states corresponding to a given baryon number as well as the energy separation between those states obtained by using the present approach are very similar to the results of the alternative bound state treatment of the SU(3) Skyrme model. This fact together with the observation that in the collective approach the relative strength of the flavor symmetry breaking term increases with increasing baryon number (cf., Fig. 1 ) seems to indicate that both approaches tend to coincide as B grows. In this sense we can conclude that our finding that the increase of one unit of strangeness implies a cost in energy of about 300 MeV rather independently of B ≥ 3 appears to be a rather general prediction of the SU(3) Skyrme model.
Finally, note that in the present calculation we have set the meson decay constants to their empirical values. Consequently, all the resulting absolute masses are too large. For example, we find values of M sol /B of about 1.60 GeV and S = 0 ground state rotational corrections of about 0.8 GeV. These values are expected to be largely compensated by the pion and kaon contributions to the Casimir energies, respectively. In fact, this has been recently shown to happen in the B = 1 sector of the model [19] . Unfortunately, for B > 1 the difficulties associated with the treatment of the fluctuations around non-spherically symmetric soliton backgrounds have prevented so far the explicit evaluation of the Casimir effect even in the SU(2) case.
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APPENDIX:
In this Appendix we give the explicit expressions of the spin-isospin collective Hamiltonian for B ≥ 3. The form of these expressions depends only on the symmetries of the soliton configurations. The method to derive them is very similar to the one described in Sec. III of Ref. [10] . In fact, the following expressions can be easily obtained from the ones given in that reference by setting the corresponding hyperfine splitting constants to zero. 
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